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About This Game
White Nothing is a shooter with a side view, the player needs to reach the end of the level and survive in the battles with the
enemies
Brutal and bloody story about the life of a German soldier during Second World War in the rear of the Red Army. It's a harsh
Russian winter, both armies are on the verge of survival.
The game has non-standard shooting mechanics: bullets have mass and fall under the force of gravity. You'll have to work hard
on the skill of aiming.
The gameplay will present you the opportunity to become a member of the brutal battles inspired by the pages of history.
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Title: White Nothing
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
electronic life games
Publisher:
AYE Technology
Release Date: 25 Jun, 2018
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A wonderful retro-style game in the vein of Alone in the Dark.. GREAT expansion and at such a great value too. great 60's
tunes rockin' out through vehicles and blasting outside of vehicle speakers... love it. Adds more close quarter jungle combat with
choke points, and the beautiful Nam setting, especially maxxed in DX11.. Comrades, this game is awesome! I've completed the
game using keyboard and mouse and can say that controls are sometimes working strange, but still the overall experience is fine.
Fine art piece with pixel graphics and retro-styled music. I totally recommend it.. I had some problems with latency when
running this on Win 7 and a Laptop, and the Dev responded quickly with offers of a refund. THAT'S A GOOD DEV!
The game itself is worth the price if you like puzzle games, and there are some interesting mechanics that should have you
scratching your head a bit. Just be aware that the recommended system specs on the store page really do matter. I was able to
play the game despite these issues, and enjoyed it, but please don't ignore the specs and then go giving the dev poor reviews
because you have issues!!!. I liked game's aesthetics, cuz it overally looks and sounds good, futuristic style racers are
my personal favorites and there is so little of them especially on PC. Machanics wise game seems solid.
That being said - level design... I don't think there was any person that actually beat 1st level on first try, since without
memorisation there is little to none time to react to obstacles on track (no radar, no some kind of warning), especially
when they blend into overall track colorization and there is no break. It seems just unfair.
Game isn't asking for much price wise and it is enjoyable, so that's why I really can't just unrecommend it. In this
price range you usually land on smth that is just tragic \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t and this game
is REALLY far away from it.. It's worth it for Halloween Head.
Seriously.
Straight up best boi material.. These games make me wet on 144hz monitors.. Interesting but lacks finesse. Want to
love simulation games and can't wrap your head around massive numbers and calculations, strenuous start-up
procedures and lack of proper tutorials?
Step forth Post Master. Excalibur brings a neat little simulation-lite that will tickle your management requirements
without drowning you in complicated elements.
Take your post office to the top, crush your rival and own the city. As the game continues, the city expands and the
oppurtunities increase, this also means you're constantly having to re-think post office placement and routes.
My one gripe in the game is that there is only a single rival post office, having multiple rivals would be fun for people
who find one rival too easy - you can eliminate them from the game completely.
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jezus chrystus wyrzutnia rakiet trylogia to gra zajebista bo o naszym bogu jezusie.
zajebiste !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
jezus wygra\u0142 nad zem i szatanem i pob\u0142gosow\u0105\u0142wim podsta\u0144c\u00f3w na ko\u0144cu. no i tak se
kurde szed i nawet judasz go nie wyrolowa\u0142 bo jest za dobry.
jedyne rpg kt\u00f3re spowodowalo ze

morrowind gorszy. - It's a mobile game badly ported to PC
- Doesn't support 2560x1440
- Poor grammar (lack of capitalisation on names)
- Uses a control arrow in the bottom right instead of being able to click where you want to go
- You have to click an inspect button then click on your ability to see what it does. Good, easy entertainment. I really enjoyed
relaxing with the free mode. Not the most advance game, but definitely worth the low price.. This all i wanted from the start.
Thanks for all the updates guys. <3. Not fun. I alt+F4'd in less then 5 minutes. In fact I got bored so quickly, that Steam
wouldn't allow me to post a review, so I had to click play and let it run another couple of minutes so I could meet the minimum
playtime requires to post this review.. Actually a really great 3D platformer hidden inside a REALLY subpar third person
shooter.. The BEST train and economic game.
whatever Best of the BEST.
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